With the transition to distance learning, we’re making our industry site visits virtual to still provide OC high school students the opportunity to tour and learn about your company and industry. Students can observe various occupations, equipment, practices, and policies in action that may not be covered in classroom learning and are encouraged to ask relevant questions. Sign up today!

**PART 1**

**Pre-Recorded Video Elements for the Virtual Tour***

- Welcome by United Way and introduction of your company (2 mins.)
- Company overview by President and/or Executive Director (5 mins.)
- Company Representative to do a transition into the tour (1-2 mins.)
- Company Representative to do a guided tour & record the session (5-10 mins.)

* United Way will cover the cost of production and coordinate the logistics with your company

**PART 2**

**Scheduled Panel Discussion with Company Staff**

- Live virtual discussion with up to 5 staff members to talk about their involvement in the company and give career advice to students for the future
- Q & A
- Student evaluations
- Close and group picture

---

If you’re interested in hosting a virtual industry site visit, please contact Yahaira Ortiz
YahairaO@UnitedWayOC.org | 949.263.6142

---
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